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the discussions by shortIhistorical accounts of the development
of our knowledge on the various topics.
The second part of the book is devoted to the developmnent of
special organs, and here the author is more confined to the mammals andl gives less consideration to the other vertebrates The
method of consideration is that of the studly of organs according
to their origin in the different layers of the body. These are
considered, tlherefore, under four heads. The organs of the
endoderm include the alimentary system in general: thle origans
of the ectoderm include the nervous system; the organs of
the midclle germ-layer include the nmuiscles, the urinary and
sexual organs. Professor Hertwig's views of the body cavity
lea(l hiim to the formulation of a fourtlh layer of the vertebrate
emnbryo, which he calls the internmediate layer or mesenchyme,
anti the last section of the text-book studies the developmient of
the organs from this mesenchyme. These, according to Hertwig, are the circulatory system and the skeleton.
The special merits of this book are the logical treatment and( its
consideration of the embryological facts as parts of a system.
The general method of the treatment of the subject is a cornparative rather than a physiological one, and the text-book will give
the student an insight into comparative anatom-y but very little
consideration of the physiology of the developing embryo In
one of the two sections, it is true, the mechanics of development
are considered, but in general, the text-book is a morphological
rather than a physiological study. This is, of course, a natural
outcome of the line of work in which Professor Hertwig lhas
been so successfully engaged for so many years.
Not the least valuable part of the book consists in the abundant
literature. Some fifty pages are clevoted to giving the titles and
references to the most important papers of vertebrate embryology. The book has, also, another feature, somewhat rare in
German scientific books, but of extreme value to students, in the
form of short, logical, but intelligible summaries at the end of
every section giving in outline the iniportant coriclusions.
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On the whole, the text-bool of Professor Hertwig is probablv
the best general study of vertebrate emnbryology that has appeared in the English language up to the present time, and itcan
be most heartily recommended to all interested in these sub-

jects.
Cheicical Lecture Experiments. Non-Illetdllic Elerients. By G.
S. NEWTH, F.I.C. London and NewYork, Longmans, Green

& Co. 323 p. 8°.
A BOOK of chemical lecture experi menits, caref ul ly classitied and
systeinatically arranged, cannot but be welcome to mlany.
Moreover, a book fromii a practisell hand, suclh as Mfr. G. S. Newth,
chemical lecture demonst-ator in tle Royal College of Science,
Southi Kensington, has a particular value in that its experiments
are so given as to be readily repeate(d an(l are not, as is often the
case, merely a statement of the reactioni with a lew confusing
details. Mr. Newtli has chosen lhis experiments wvell and has.
described them in clear concise language. The book has a twofold purpose in easing the labors of the lecturer and of the student alike. For tlle former it supplies a useful repertoire of lecture experiments and will surely be gladly received, removing, as
it does entirely, the humnlrum search for such exalnl)les and reactions as can be suitably and successfully demonstrated oni the
lecture table. This. as everv lectuirer knows, is by no meansia
small item in the preparation of a lecture, anti, moreover, being
important, it cannot le carelessly oir hastily done. The experiment must be quickly and successftully performed or the interest
of the student is turned to illy-concealed riidicule, an(l tlhe lecturer
is, so to speak, lost.
To the student the b)ook appeals in providing a ready reference
to serve as a companion in the lectture roon, and in supplying
the deficiencies of his notes. Indleed. it may in miost cases enltirely relieve Ihim of the necessity of taking notes upon the experiments themselves, drawings of the apparatus, etc., and( he
will thus be enabled to devote his aftention to the explanations
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